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HOMOTOPY INVERSE LIMITS OF THOM SPECTRA 
CHUN-NIP LEE-~ 
0. INTRODUCTION 
LET K be a compact Lie group and V be a real K-representation. For a positive integer n, 
let BK-“’ denote the Thorn spectrum of the virtual K-representation - nV over the 
universial K-bundle EK + BK. The inclusion of virtual representations - n Vci ( - n + 1) V 
induces a sequence of maps of Thorn spectra: 
BE<-v + BK-Zv + . . . + BK(-“+‘)v + BK+ + . . . . (1) 
Fix a prime p. The purpose of this paper is to analyze the p-adic completion of the 
homotopy inverse limit of (1) which we will denote by polimfl BK-““; By p-adic completion 
we mean the functor ho& ( ) A M(f), where M(p’) denotes the mod p’ Moore spectrum 
and ( ) A M(p’+ ‘) -+ ( ) A M(p’) is the map induced from projection Z/p’+ ’ + Z/pr. Since 
homotopy inverse limits commute with one another and M(p’) is a finite spectrum, the 
symbol !to& n BK-““,^ is well-defined. 
In order to state our result, we first give an equivalent formulation of the homotopy 
inverse limit of (1) in the category of equivariant spectra of Lewis-May-Steinberger [lo]. 
Recall that the generalized Adams’ isomorphism [lo II, Cor. 7.21 gives a natural stable 
homotopy equivalence 
BK-“’ r F[S”v+AdK, EK+lK 
where F[ - , - lK denotes the K-fixed point spectrum of the function K-spectrum 
F[ -- , - 1, ( )+ denotes the disjoint union with a basepoint and AdK denotes the adjoint 
representation of K. Under this natural equivalence, the sequence in (1) becomes 
ECS v+AdK,EK+]K + F[SZv+AdK,EK+]K + ..a +F[S”v+AdK,EK+]K + . . . (2) 
where the maps in (2) are induced from inclusions S”’ 4 S (“+ l)‘. Therefore, we have natural 
equivalences: 
he BK-“‘,^r he F[S”V+AdK, EK+]‘,^ r F[ hocrlim, SnvfAdK, EK+lK,^ 
where hocolirnn denotes homotopy direct limit. We remark that hocolimn P’+AdK 2 
SmV ’ AdK is a based K-C W complex which is non-equivariantly contractible. Our analysis of 
the homotopy inverse limit of (2) applies more generally to the p-adic completion of the 
K-fixed point spectrum 
FCXEK+lK 
whenever X is a based K-C W complex which is non-equivariantly contractible. 
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Denote by o,,(K) the set of all strictly increasing chains of non-trivial elementary abelian 
p-subgroups w = [E, c ... c E,] in K. Define an equivalence relation w on &,(K) where 
by wi w o2 ifSthere exists some keK such that k.oI = [kEOk-‘c ... ckE,k-‘1 = oz. 
For each chain o = [Eoc ... c E,], write t(o) = E, and J(w) = S(w)/t(o), where S(o) is 
the subgroup of all elements in K which stabilizes o. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let K be a compact Lie group and X be a based K-C W complex which is 
non-equivariantly contractible. Fix a prime p and denote by M the maximal rank of elementary 
abelian p-subgroups in K. Then there exists ajnite tower ofjbrations of spectra: 
F[X,EK+]x; g %$-I(X)%%&_2(X)%... d..$(X)= * 
which is natural in the K-CW complex X, so that the fiber of %‘f(X) 6. 42f_I(X) is 
naturally stable homotopy equivalent to the wedge sum 
V I-“‘-IF [EJ(ot)+ A J(M Xt(wi) so 9 1; 
i[41 
where {[Wi]} is a set of representatives of all equivalence classes in Q,,,(K) and XtCW1’ denote 
the t(wi)-Jixed point set of X. 
Remark. If X1@“) isnon-equivariantly contractible, then EJ(w)+ A Jew) XtcO) is homotopy 
equivalent o *. This implies that, in the above wedge sum, we need to include only those 
[Wi] such that Xz(w’) is not non-equivariantly contractible. In particular, when 
x=s ooY+AdK, we only need to include those [oil such that Vt(wl) = 0. 
The study of homotopy inverse limits of Thorn spectra is motivated by the following 
considerations. One, the case when K = Z2 and V is the sign representation is related to G. 
Segal’s Burnside ring conjecture for ZZ. This special case of our Main Theorem was first 
proved by Lin [l 1,121 and then used by Mahowald to define “root invariant” of an element 
in the stable homotopy groups of spheres (cf. 13). In the more general case where K is a finite 
p-group and V is the reduced regular complex representation of K, the homotopy inverse 
limit was used by Carlsson in his proof of Segal’s Burnside ring conjecture [4]. Therefore, it 
would seem natural to try to understand this limit for any compact Lie group K and 
K-representation V. Moreover, we will show that our result also has implications for Segal’s 
Burnside ring conjecture for compact Lie groups. Two, homotopy inverse limits of Thorn 
spectra appeared in the recent work by Cohen, Jones and Segal on the homotopy 
theoretic foundation of Floer homology. In that context, the relevant group is K = U(n) 
with the canonical U(n)-representation on C”. We should note that they are primarily 
interested in applying homology to each Thorn spectrum before taking the inverse limit. We 
do not know if the Main Theorem has any direct applications to their work. 
The proof of the Main Theorem is organized as follows. In Section 1, we prove a certain 
approximation result which reduces the theorem to a problem involving the finite 
p-subgroups in K. The method used in proving this approximation result is very similar to 
that of [14]. Following Carlsson’s solution to Segal’s Burnside ring conjecture and the 
modification made by Caruso et al. [S] in their work, we construct a model of 
FCX, EK+lK; in Section 2 so that we may define a natural tower of fibrations of spectra. In 
Section 3, we identify the fibers of the maps 6, in the tower. Finally, we observe in Section 
4 that our result can also be used to analyze the p-adic completion of the dual spectrum of 
BK,. 
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Throughout this paper, we will work in the category of equivariant spectra of 
Lewis-May-Steinberger [lo]. We will also assume familiarity with the basic properties of 
homotopy direct limits and homotopy inverse limits over an arbitrary small category %?. 
The basic reference is Bousfield and Kan [2, Part II]. 
The author would like to express his gratitude to Professor Gunnar Carlsson for 
bringing this problem to his attention. He also would like to thank the referee for making 
numerous suggestions which made the paper more readable. 
1. HOMOTOPICAL APPROXIMATION BY FINITE p-SUBGROUPS 
Suppose K is a compact Lie group. Denote by K-9’r. the category of based K-C W 
complexes where the morphisms are based K-maps. Fix a prime p. Let Or(K) be the 
category whose objects are orbits K/H, where H is a finite p-group and whose morphisms 
are equivariant maps between orbits. We have a functor 
I:O,(K)-tK -Yr,, 
given by I(K/H) = K/H+ and 1(f) =f+ . Similarly, we have a constant functor 
So : O,(K) + K - YP* 
given by S’(K/H) = So and So(f) = id. The natural projection K/H+ -+ So sending + to 
the basepoint of So and K/H to the other point induces a natural transformation of functors 
a::+sO. 
The goal of this section is the following result. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let X be a K-C W complex. Then 0 induces the following stable homotopy 
equivalence of spectra: 
holim F[Q A idx, idlK: holim FIS” A X, EK+]K,^zholim F[I A X, EK+]‘c 
i”,o”P ‘OIOOP G 
Here O,(K)“P denotes the opposite category of O,(K) and the K-action on Z(K/H) A X = 
K/H+ A X is given by a(?, x) = ((rT, ax). 
We shall prove this theorem after some preliminary reductions. Recall that a compact 
Lie group is said to be p-toral if it is an extension of a torus by a finite p-group. Denote by 
K” the connected component of the identity element of K. Let T be a maximal torus of K” 
and N be the normalizer of T in K. Then N/T = W will be a finite group. Let W, be 
a p-Sylow subgroup of Wand Np be the inverse image of W, in N. Therefore, Np is p-toral by 
the following extension: 
Since x(K/N) = 1, we have x(K/N,) f Omodp, and Np is called a p-Sylow subgroup of K. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Theorem 1.1 holds ifit holds for all p-toral subgroups of K and X = So. 
Proof: We first give an equivalent formulation of Theorem 1.1. Recall that a collection 
of closed subgroups in K is called a family if it is closed under the conjugation action and 
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passage to subgroups. Given a family ‘& there exists an universal K-space E 5 such that the 
Ii-fixed point set of E $j is empty if H $5 and contractible if HE fj. 
Consider the family s,(K) of all finite p-subgroups in K. Notice hocolitnGp(K) I is 
K-homotopy equivalent o ES&K)+ since hocolim O’p(K) I also satisfies the universal prop 
erty of Es,(K)+ by [8, Prop. 1.11. 
Since the fixed point spectrum functor is a right adjoint functor [lo, I, Prop. 3.81, it 
commutes with homotopy inverse limits. From the natural equivalence of K-spectra: 
$ol+ F[A,, B] z F[hoc;lim A,, B J 
and the fact that hocolim So is naturally K-homotopy equivalent o So, Theorem 1.1. is 
equivalent o theze%?hat the projection map Eg,(K)+ + So induces the following 
stable homotopy equivalence of spectra: 
FIS” A X, EK+]K;a FCES,(K)+ AX, EK+lK;. 
In other words, Theorem 1.1 is equivalent o 
F@&,(K) A X, EK+lK; r * 
where E”%,(K) denotes the cofiber of ES,(K)+ -+ So. 
Let K’ c K be a closed subgroup. It follows from the natural change of group equiva- 
lence 
F@&(K) AK, A K,Sn, EK+IK z @5,(K) A S”, EK+lK’ 
that it suffices to prove Theorem 1.1 for all K’ cK and X = So since ES,(K) is 
K’-homotopy equivalent o ES&K’) and EK, is K’-homotopy equivalent o EK'+ . 
Recall that we have the pre-transfer map [lo, Chapter II, Section 6.11 
so&K;. A ,h~;s--~ 
where N6, is a p-Sylow subgroup of K’ and L is the tangent space at the identity coset of 
K/N;. z’ induces a K-transfer map 
r:EK: +K’+ A~;Z-~EK’+. 
We claim that the composite of t followed by the projection map 
p:K’+ AN$ -L EK; + K’, A N; EK’+ --) EK’, 
induces a stable homotopy equivalence 
F[&&,(K’), EK’+]“;‘*F[&,(K’), K’+ A N;z -LEK’+ I”; 
=+F[&,(K’), EK’+]$ 
Since EK’+ is K’-free off the basepoint and #‘IN’,) f 0 mod p, the following composite 
is a K’-equivariant stable homotopy equivalence: 
~~~:EK;AM(~“)+K’+AN;Z~~EK’+AM(~“)+EK’+AM(~”) 
where M(p”) denotes the modp” Moore spectrum. Filtering Bg,(K’) by finite K’-skeleta 
and taking homotopy inverse limit over n show that the following composite is a stable 
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homotopy equivalence of K-spectra: 
F C&W), EK’+ 1;t’ F[@j,(K’),K’+ A N;E-L EK’+];,^ F[E”S,(K’), EK; I;. 
Taking the K-fixed point spectra proves our claim. 
Now, by Wirthmiiller’s isomorphism [lo, II, Thm 6.21, we have a stable homotopy 
equivalence 
F[EE,(K’), K’+ A~; C-LEK;] “‘; z F[&,(K’), EK; 1”;;. 
Since E7jp(K’) is Nbhomotopy equivalent o &,(Nb) and EK’, is Nghomotopy equivalent 
to ENr, this implies F[ES,(K’), EK’+lK’,^ z * if F[Eg,(N& ENJNbp^ z +. 0 
Next we prove that when K is a p-toral compact Lie group, hocolitn,p(,, I can be 
replaced by a different homotopy direct limit. Recall that we have the followmg approxima- 
tion result of Feshbach. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. (Feshbach [7]). Suppose K is a p-toral compact Lie group. Let T be 
a maximal torus of K with KIT = W, afinite p-group. There exists a nested sequence (K,} of 
Jinite p-subgroups of K such that KJKi n T z W with UKi n T = To, s {X E Tlx of order 
a power of p}. 
One of the important properties of this approximation is 
PROPOSITION 1.4. (McClure [15]). Let hocolim,, K/Ki+ be the homotopy direct limit of the 
K-spaces KIKt+ under the natural projection maps KIKi, --, K/Kt+ 1 + . The natural projec- 
tion Y : hocolim, i K/K{ + + So induces isomorphism in If,-homology: 
YH:H,((hocolim K/Ki)“, IF,,) --t H*((S”)H, F,,) 
for all jinite p-groups H c K. 
Since all the isotropy subgroups of the unbased K-space hocolim,l K/Kt are finite p- 
groups, the universal property of ES,(K) implies that there exists a based K-map 
Y: hocolim K/KI+ --* Eg,(K)+ 
i + 
which is unique up to K-homotopy. 
LEMMA 1.5. Y induces the following stable homotopy equivalence 
Y*: F[Eg,(K)+, EK+]‘p” -% F[ hocolim K/Kt+, EK+lK,^. 
i ’ 
Proof Since all the isotropy subgroups of Es,(K) are finite p-groups, Proposition 1.4 
shows that we have a stable homotopy equivalence of K-spectra: 
Y: hocolim K/Kt+ A M@“) + ES,(K)+ A M(p”). 
i ’ 
This implies that we have a stable homotopy equivalence of K-spectra: 
J-*:FCEB,(K)+ A M(p”),EK+l +F[ hocolim K/K,+ r\M(p”),EK+]. 
I 
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Consider the natural equivalences: 
F[ hoc;lim, C-‘Zr\M(p”),EK+] z ho!rn F[I:-‘ZAM@“),EK+] 
z hofiim F[Z,EK+] AM@“) 
r F [Z, EK +-J;, 
where ZA M(p”) + ZA M(p”+‘) is induced from inclusion Z/p” + Z/p”+‘. We get the 
desired result after taking the homotopy inverse limit over n of Y* followed by the K-fixed 
point spectrum. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. From Lemma 1.5 and the proof of Proposition 1.2, we need to 
verify the projection map 
Y : hocolim K/K,+ + So 
I 
induces a stable homotopy equivalence: 
Y*:FIS”,EK+]K; 5 F[ hocolim K/Ki+, EK+IK,^ 
I 
where K is a p-toral compact Lie group and {Ki) is given by Proposition 1.3. 
Via the natural equivalences: 
F[hocolim K/K<+, EK+lK,^z holim F[K/‘Ki+, EK+lK,” 
L 1 
F[K/Ki+, EK+lK,^ z FIS”, EK+lKii 
and Wirthmiiller’s isomorphism: 
FIS”,EK+]H;r F[S’,K+ A,&-~EK+]$ 
where H t K is a closed subgroup and L is the tangent space of K/H at the identity coset, 
Y* can be identified with the map 
Y’*:FIS”,EK+IKi--+ holim F[S’,K+ A.,C-~‘EK+]~~ 
I 
induced from the pre-transfer 
?:S” -+ K+ AK~S-~~. 
Recall that the tangent space of K at the identity is a K-representation induced from the 
conjugation action. The Ki-representation Li is in fact the restriction of this K-representa- 
tion to Ki. Since EK, is K-free, Adams’ isomorphism [lo, II, Cor. 7.21 now gives natural 
equivalences: 
F[S’,K+ A K,X-LiEK+]K z FIS”,EmLi~(K+ AK,EK+)]~ZF[SO,EK+/K~] zBBKi+ 
F[SO, EK+lK z F[SO, EK+ AKZ~~‘] z BKAdK. 
Y’* is then identified with the map 
Y’* : BKAdK,^ -+ holim BKi+ ,^ 
L 
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induced from the bundle transfers 
BKAdK; BK. ’ l+P 
where themapfrom BKi+l~ to BKi+,^ ’ IS the usual transfer map induced from the inclusion 
KiGKi+i. Hence we want to show Y”* is a stable homotopy equivalence. This fact was 
proved in [9, Prop. 2.91 and [14, Thm. 6.21. 0 
2. A FINITE TOWER OF FIBRATIONS 
Let K be a compact Lie group and X be a based K-C W complex which is non- 
equivariantly contractible. In this section, we will construct a finite tower of fibrations of 
spectra: 
F[X,EK+]K; z ‘42&-1(X) % C:_,(X)% . ..L&(X) = * 
which is natural with respect o X. The fiber of each 6, will be identified in the next section. 
In order to construct the tower, we first need to replace F[X, EK +I”,^ by a stably 
homotopy equivalent model. In the following series of lemmas, we construct such a model. 
Define a functor 
7”(X) : O,(K) + K - .Yp, 
by T’(X)(K/H) = K/H+ A X and Y(X)(f) =f~ id. 
LEMMA 2.1. ho&r e,(K)OP W’PWK+lK; is stably homotopy equivalent to 
F[X, EK +I”;. 
Proof: This is just a restatement of Theorem 1.1 since hocolirncpC,, So A X is naturally 
K-homotopy equivalent o X. 0 
Given a morphism f: K/H 1 + K/H2 in O,(K), where f (F) = r(r, f induces a map 
jK+* H,X+K+AH~X 
where f(r, x) = (rtL, cc- 1 x). This gives rise to a functor 
T(X):@,(K) + K - Yp, 
where T(X)(K/H) = K + A ,,X and T(X)(f) =f: Observe we have an K-equivariant 
homeomorphism 
p:K+/\,z,X-+K/H+/\X 
given by p(r, x) = (I, rx). p induces a natural transformation of functors 
p: T(X) + T’(X). 
LEMMA 2.2. p induces the following stable homotopy equivalence 
p*:@ F[T’(X),EK+]K,^ --% @ FIT(X),EK+lK,^. 
op w P 0’~ (K P 
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ProoJ: Since the homotopy inverse limit of stable homotopy equivalences is a stable 
homotopy equivalence, the lemma follows since p(K/H) is an equivariant homeomorphism 
for each K/H E U,(K). 0 
Consider the K-cofibration 
EK++S’+EK. 
LEMMA 2.3. The boundary map Z-‘l?K a. EK + induces the following stable homotopy 
equivalence: 
“*:hol$ FIT(X),Z-‘EKIK,^ 8, holim F[T(X),EK+]‘,^. 
pWP @Ji, W )Op 
Proof It suffices to show 
a,:F[T(X)(K/H),Z-‘J?K]‘,” +F[T(X)(K/H), EK+lK; 
is a stable homotopy equivalence for every K/H E O,(K). By the natural change of group 
equivalence: 
j:F[X, ZIH-% F[K+ /tHX,ZIK 
where Z is any K-spectrum and the following commutative diagram of spectra: 
F[K+ A~X,Z-~EK]~; -% FCK+ Gf,EK+lK; 
IT fJ 
FIX,x-%KIH; d, FCX,EK+l*; 
it is sufficient to check that 
is a stable homotopy equivalence. This is a consequence Segal’s Burnside ring conjecture 
[4] which implies 
F[X, So]“; r * 
whenever X is non-equivariantly contractible and H is a finite p-group (cf. [14 Thm. 4.21). 
cl 
For each non-trivial finite p-subgroup H in K, let d(H) denote the partially ordered set 
of non-trivial elementary abelian p-subgroups of H. Define S,(X) to be the H-subcomplex 
u EEd(~)XE of X. SH(X) is the singular set of X considered as a H-complex. By definition, 
S,(X) = * if H = (1). The construction of the functor T(X) also gives rise to a functor 
S(X) : O,(K) + K - sPP, 
where S(X)(K/H) = K, ADS,, and S(X)(f) =$ The inclusion S,(X)crX induces 
a natural transformation of functors 
A : S(X) + T(X). 
LEMMA 2.4. 1 induces the following stable homotopy equivalence: 
I*: holim FIT(X),Z-‘EKIK,^ A F holim F[S(X),Z-‘EK],“. 
bp(K w 
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Proof: It suffices to prove that 
E.(K/H)*:F[T(X)(K/H),~-‘E”K]K,^ ~F[S(X)(K/H),~_‘~K]K,^ 
is a stable homotopy equivalence. Via the natural change of group equivalence j, it is 
sufficient to check the inclusion S,(X)& X induces the following stable homotopy 
equivalence: 
i*:FIX,TIEKIH; -PF[&(X),C-%K]~;. 
Since X/S,(X) is H-free off the basepoint and ,l?K is non-equivariantly contractible, i* is 
a stable homotopy equivalence. This is the desired result. 0 
For each non-trivial finite p-subgroup H in K, the set d(H) can be regarded as a category 
whose objects are non-trivial elementary abelian p-subgroups of H and El -+ Ez is a mor- 
phism if E 1 4 E2. We have a functor 
AH [X] : .!zl(H)“P + Yp* 
where A,[X](E) = XE and AHIX](E1 + E2) is the inclusion map XE1 ,XE2. Define 
AH(X) to be hocolim,,,,,, &[X]. By the definition of homotopy direct limit, 
hocolirn, u,)OP AH [X] is the classifying space of the topological category ?Zg, [X] where the 
objects are pairs (E, x) XE A,.,[X](E) and a morphism from (E,, xi) to (E,, x2) is an 
inclusion E2 4 El with x1 = x2. For any h E H, the map 
given by h(E, x) = (hEh-‘, hx) induces an action of H on AH(X). By definition, AH(X) = * 
if H = { 1 }. We claim there is a functor 
,4(X):0,,(K) + K - Yp, 
where A(X)(K/H) = K+ A H AH(X). Notice every morphism K/H1 + K/H2 can be factored 
uniquely as a composite of a conjugation map K/H1 + K/a- ‘HI a given by ? + E followed 
by a projection map K/a-’ Hla -P K/H2 induced from the inclusion as1 Hia% Hz. From 
the construction of the functor T(X), it is clear that in order to define ,4(X) it suffices to 
construct compatible conjugation maps: 
a-’ : hocolim AHI [X] + hocolim A,- lH,rr[X] 
A ‘4@-1H,.)rP 
and inclusion maps: 
hocolim A,- lHlor[X] + hocolim AH2[X]. 
AO’P AOOP 
The first is induced from a map of categories 
a-l : qSHI [X] + %Zglx- lHla[X] 
givenbya-‘(E,x) =(~1-~Ea,a-~ x). The second is induced form the inclusion of categories 
WC ‘H,aCX14~H2CXI. 
We also have a functor 
C,[X] : .cd(HyP + H - c!Yp, 
where &,[X](E) = SH(X) and ZH[X](f) = id. The construction of the functor A(X) also 
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applies to ZH[X] to yield a functor: 
E(X): O,(K) + K - Yp* 
with Z(X)(K/H) = K + A H hocolim,,,,., ZH [Xl. Since hocolim,d(,)., &[H] is naturally 
equivalent o S,(X), we have a natural transformation of functors 
9:S(X)+C(X) 
such that 
9*: holim F[C(X),Z-‘EK]K,” + holim F[S(X),C-‘EK]$ 
m m 
is a stable homotopy equivalence. 
If EE,~S(H)O~, the inclusion X~GS,(X) induces a natural transformation of functors 
PROPOSITION 2.5. (Caruso et al. [S], Prop. 4.4). 9 induces a H-homotopy equioalence: 
9: hocolim AHEX] 5 
do”P 
hocolim, &, [X]. 
& (H )QP 
Remark. In [4], Carlsson used the category of all non-trivial finite p-subgroups in 
H instead of d(H). As we shall see below, the key advantage of using Z%‘(H) is that we get 
a finite tower of fibrations instead of an infinite one. 
Now 9 also induces the following natural transformation of functors 
9 : A(X) + C(X). 
The previous proposition gives the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.6. 9 induces the following stable homotopy equivalence: 
9* : holim F[Z(X), C-i EKIK,” -% holim F[A(X),C-’ f?KIK,“. 
O,, (K P w 
To summarize, since all the stable homotopy equivalences are natural in X, we have 
shown the following two spectra are naturally stable homotopy equivalent: 
F LX, EK + I”;, holim FIA(X),C-‘l?K]K,^. 
w 
Recall that the classifying space 3?&’ of a topological category V is the composition of the 
nerve construction NV, of %? followed by its geometric realization 1. ). Consider the 
subsimplicial sets in NV, generated by the collection of all non-degenerate simplices whose 
dimensions are less than or equal to a given value. This defines a filtration on NV, and thus 
induces a filtration on 33%’ which will be denoted by (F,&?%?). Since homotopy direct limit 
is the classifying space of an appropriate topological category, this implies that 
AH(X) = hocoli~,or AH[X] has a natural filtration (F,&(X)}. From the construction 
of the filtration, it is clear that {F,A,,(X)} is compatible with maps induced from mor- 
phisms in O,(K). This gives a filtration on the functor A(X), denoted by {F,A(X)}, such 
that F,A(X)(K/H) = K+ A HFmAH(X). Define 
@E(X) = holim FIF,A(X),E-‘l?KIK,^. 
w 
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Let M be the maximal rank of elementary abelian p-subgroups of K. Thus, 
FM_ i A(X) = A(X) and we have the following finite tower of fibrations of spectra: 
F[X, EK+]K; z&,(X)% %2’t-2(X) % ... -%.9!i(X) = *. 
From the construction of the filtration (F,A(X)} of A(X), it is clear that the finite tower of 
fibrations is natural in the following sense: whenever we have a K-map f: X1 + X2, where 
the Xi’s are based K-C W-complexes which are non-equivariantly contractible, we have the 
following commutative diagram of spectra: 
F[X2,EK+IK; z QK,_,(X,)% $2ff-2(xz) % ... 6. @1(x2) = * 
1 1 1 1 
F[X,,EK+]K;r %f+I(XI)% 4gff_z(x1) Y... 6..F1(X1) = * 
This finishes the proof of the first part of the Main Theorem. 
3. IDENTIFICATION OF THE FIBER OF hrn 
In this section, we will identify the fiber of 
Since the homotopy inverse limit of fibration sequences i  a fibration sequence, the fiber of 
6, is given by 
holim F[F,A(X)/F,_, A(X),C-‘EKIK,^ 
m 
where F, A(X)I 1 A(X)(K/H) = F, A(X)(K/H)/F,- I A(X)(K/H) for K/H E O,(K). 
Since F, A(X)(K/H)/F,_ I A(X)(K/H) is K + A #,AH(X)/F,_ 1 AH(X)), we need to have 
a concrete description of the H-complex F, A,(X)/F,_ I AH(X). 
Let Q,,,(H) denote the set of non-degenerate m-simplices in the nerve construction of the 
category A(H). Elements of Q,,,(H) correspond to strictly increasing chains 
0 = [Eoc ‘.. cE,,,] of non-trivial elementary abelian p-subgroups of H. Let a(w) be the 
m-simplex in Qm(H) corresponding to the chain o. Define t(w) = E, and 
5(o) = a(o)/&(o). Ignoring the H-action, we have the following homeomorphism of 
spaces 
FJ,(X)/F,- 1 AH(X) = v Xrco) A 5(o). 
a(wkQmW 
Furthermore, the action of H on F,A,(X)/F,_ 1 AH(X) is compatible with the conjugation 
action of H on chain o = [E, c ... c E,] given by h.o = [hEoh-’ c ... chE,h-‘1, the 
left action of H on X and the trivial action of H on 8(w). If we label the points of 
V a(w)EQm(H)X’(U) A a(w) by triples (w, x, z), where x E X’@‘) and z E 6(w), then the action of 
H is given by h(o, x, z) = (h. o, hx, z). 
We define an equivalence relation k on G,,,(K) = UXIHE~pcKjQm(H) as follows: 
a(or) w a(oz) @thereexists some kEK such that k*ol = [kEok-’ c ... ckE,k-‘1 = oz. 
Since there are finitely many conjugacy classes of elementary abelian p-groups in K and 
a finite number of w with t(w) fixed, o,(K) has finitely many distinct equivalence classes. 
Let {Cal> b e a set of representatives for the equivalence classes in o,,,(K). We therefore 
have the following homeomorphism: 
F,AH(X)/F,_ lAH(X) = v v XfcW) A Z(o). 
fCob)l) dokQm(W 
a(o) - U(W) 
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Let F?(X) = Va~w~E~m(~) Xtcw) A 5(o). Then W;*(X) is an H-space for which the action of 
a(w) - O(W) 
H is induced from that of F,&(X)/F,_ i AH(X). Furthermore, the wedge sum splitting is 
compatible with maps induced from morphisms in Co;(K). That is, the functor 
F,A(X)/F,_ 1 A(X) : O,(K) -+ K - YP, 
naturally splits as a wedge of functors 
IV’(X): O,(K) + K - YPa 
indexed over ([o(oi)] >, where Wwi(X)(K/H) = K + A H W:‘(X). Hence we have the follow- 
ing stable homotopy equivalence: 
holim F[F,A(X)/F,_,A(X), Z-‘EKIK,“z V holim F[W”‘(X),Z-‘EK]“,“. 
‘G,oOP {[a(o z?? 
Fix a chain wi. Consider the map 
@ : (K/H + )r(o’) A Xt(wr) A C(Wi) + K + A H Wj.f’(X) 
defined by +(Y, X, z) = (Y, Ivl*wiy r-l x,z). It is easy to check that $ is well-defined. Let 
S(wi) denote the subgroup of elements in K which stabilizes Wi, i.e. k ES(WJ iff k * Wi = Oia 
Then + is S(wJ-equivariant with respect to the S(oi)-action on the source of I(/ by 
s(& x, z) = (Sr, sx, z) and on the target by S(T, w, x, z) = (sr, w, x, z). Therefore, + induces 
a K-equivariant map 
@:K+A s,,,,(K/H + )r(wi) A Xftwi) A C(Wi) + K + A H WO’(X) 
given by O(k,r,x,z)=(kr,r-‘.Oi,r-lX,Z). 
LEMMA 3.1. 0 is a homeomorphism of K-spaces. 
Proof: It suffices to check that 0 is a bijection. To show that 0 is surjective, observe that 
each element in the target of 0 can be represented as (r’, g.Oi, x’, z’), where g* WiE Q,,,(H) 
and X’E Xt(e’Uo. It follows then that a- ’ E (K/H)ICoi) and g - ’ x’ E Xrfwt). Therefore, we have 
@(r/g, Q-l, g-lx’, Z’) = (8, g’Oi, X’Z’). 
Next suppose O(k, 7, x, z) = O(k’, F’, x’, z’). Then there exists some hE H such that 
kr = k’r’h, r-l .ai = (h-‘r’-‘).oi, r-lx = h-‘r’-’ x’ and z = z’. In particular, this implies 
r’hr- ’ ES(O~). So (k, f, x, z) = (k’(r’hr-I), (rh-‘r’-‘)r’,(rh-‘r’-‘)x’,z’) and thus 0 is injec- 
tive as well. 0 
Given a morphism f: K/H 1 + K/H2 where f(F) = r(r, the induced map 
fiK+AH1 W$(X)*K+AH,W$“:(X) 
fits into the following commutative diagram: 
K+A sfw,) (K/H, + )Itoi) A Xrtwi) A C(Oi) 2 K + A H, W;;l: (X) 
71 17 
K + A s(w,,(K/H, + )ICoi) A Xt(w’) A E(Wi) 5 K + A HZ W,:(X) 
wheref(k, ?, x, z) = (k, 6, x, z). This induces a functor 
R”‘(X): B,(K) + K - YP. 
where R”‘(X)(K/H) = K + A scwij (K/H + )t(W) A Xt(W) Ai? and RO’(X)(f) =j The map 
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0 induces a natural transformation of functors 
0 : R”‘(X) + WW’(X) 
which in turn induces the stable homotopy equivalence: 
O* : holim F[R”‘(X), C-‘k]$ 
m 
5 holim F[W”*(X),C-‘&JK,“. 
m 
The natural change of group equivalence 
j: F [(K/H + )f(Wd /y _pJJf) * 3(Q), x - 1 &]=J’)ph + 
F[K + A scwr,(K/H+)‘(Wi) A Xtco’) A S(Wi), C-’ EK]“,^ 
induces a stable homotopy equivalence: 
j*: holim F[@(X), Z-‘l?K]“(“$ + holim FIR”i(X),C-lEK]K,^ 
w m 
where the functor 
Rut(X): O,(K) + S(oJ - $, 
is given by k”‘(X)(K/H) = (K/H+)‘@‘) A X t(0*) A C(Oi) and do’(X)(f) =ft@“‘) A id. 
Consider the family s(Wi) of all closed subgroups of S(oJ which do not contain t(wi). 
There exists a universal S(w,)-space Es(oi) such that ES(oJ” = 8 if H$ s(Wi) and 
EB(Wi)H is contractible if H E s(Oi). By the universal property of ES(w,), there exists 
a S(oi)-equivariant map 
5 :ES(wi)+ +E5(oi)+ 
which is unique up to S(wi)-homotopy. This induces an S(wJ-equivariant map 
5 : ES(Ui) + Eg(Oi) 
where E?j(Oi) denotes the cofiber of Es(oi) + So. 
Notice that, if Z is a S(oi)-complex whose isotropy subgroups always contain t(Wi), then 
5 induces a stable homotopy equivalence: 
5 1 F[Z, ~S(Oi)]s(Oi) A F[Zy Es(O()]s(“‘)* 
Since all the isotropy subgroups of the S(oi)-complex (K/H+ )r(wr) A Xtcoi) A 5(wi) contain 
t(oi) and EK is S(oJ-homotopy equivalent to ES(Oi), there exists an S(o&equivariant 
map 5’ : EK + Es(oi) which induces the stable homotopy equivalence: 
<‘I F[(K/H+)““” A Xr(w’) A C(Oi), Z-’ EK]S(m’$ 
+ F [(K/H + )t(w’) A Xttor) A tT(Wi), E - 1 E~(Wi)]s’““~. 
Hence l’ also induces the stable homotopy equivalence 
?j; : holim F[@(X), 2-l EK]s(“‘f)i 
+gziF- 
--% holim F[P”(X), E- ’ EIs(Oi)]“““i. 
m 
Let J(Oi) = S(wi)/t(oi). There is a natural map of spectra: 
[ : F[Rw’(X)(K/H), (C- ’ Em)‘] J(“‘i’i + F[R;‘(X)(K/H)y Z- ’ E$J(Wi)]s’““~ 
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induced from the quotient map S(Oi) + J(oi) followed by the natural map from the 
t(oi)-fixed point spectrum (E- ’ E”~(wi))“oi) of x- ’ Eg(oi) into E- 1 Es(Oi). By [lo, II], [ is 
a stable homotopy equivalence. Furthermore, [lo, II, Cor. 9.91 showed that the J(Oi)- 
spectrum (xc- ’ Ed)’ . 1s stably homotopy equivalent o the J(o,)-spectrum x-‘(SO). 
The above discussion proves the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. There exists a stable homotopy equivalence 
holim FIR”“i(X),r,-‘(So)]J’“i)~ z (holim F[W”‘(X),E:-‘E”K]K,^. 
m &I (K )OP 
Define the functor 
L”‘(X):@,(K) + J(Oi) - Yp* 
by L”‘(X)(K/H) = (K/H+)‘@“)A EJ(oJ+ A Xrcwi)~ 5(Oi) and LUi(X)(f) =ff@‘i) A id. The 
projection map E : EJ(oi) + + So induces a natural transformation of functors 
& : L”‘(X) + P’(X) 
when k”i(X) is regarded as a functor from O,(K) to J(oi)-spaces. 
LEMMA 3.3. E induces the following stable homotopy equivalence: 
E* : holim F[@(X), ~c-‘(So)]J’“i~ -% 
m 
holim F[L”‘(X), x- ’ (S”)]J’“i$ 
m 
Proof: We claim that 
E*:@“(X)(K/H),C-~(S~)]~@‘$ -+ FIL~‘(X)(K/H),~-‘(S”)]J’“‘b^. 
is a stable homotopy equivalence. For any J(wi)-space Z, we want to rewrite the diagonal 
J(oi)-action on (K/H + )r(wi) A Z as a left action as follows. Let {rs> be a set of representatives 
in (K/H + )ftoi) under the left action Of J(Wi). Hence t(Oi)CrbHri I. By [3, II. Prop. 5.71, the 
Nt(oi)/t(oi)-action on (K/H+ )@‘) only has a finite number of orbits. Since S(Oi) c Nt(wi) is 
of finite index, the set {rs) is finite. We have 
(K/H + )l(ol) AZ = V J(Oi)+ A J;+,$ 
Vfl,, 
where A’(Oi) = S(Oi) n r,Hr,‘/t(wi). Observe JL’(Wi) is a finite p-subgroup of J(Oi). By the 
natural change of group equivalence 
j:~[z,~-‘(sO)]J~P(oi)~ F[J(Oli)+ A J,'p(oi) Z,X-‘(S”)]J’“*’ 
it suffices to show 
E* : F[X’(W’) A ~(~i),~-‘(s~)]~~‘“(~~~ + F[EJ(oi)+ A Xr(@‘)A ~(COi),C-l(So)]J,'p(wi)ph 
is a stable homotopy equivalence. Since JL’(Oi) is a finite p-group and EJ(oi) is Jl(Oi)- 
homotopy equivalent o EJY(oi), E* is a stable homotopy equivalence by Segal’s Burnside 
ring conjecture [l, Cor. 1.61. This gives the desired result. 0 
Since all our equivalences are natural in X, the following lemma finishes the proof of the 
Main Theorem. 
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LEMMA 3.4. We have the natural stable homotopy equivalences 
holim F[L”‘(X), S”]J(oi$ g F[EJ(oi) A Xf(Ui) A C(W~), S”]J(oi’i 
w 
g F[EJ(oi)+ A J(wr)Xf(Oi) A a(cJi),S’]p”. 
Proof. We consider the first homotopy equivalence. By the natural equivalence 
holim F[L”‘(X), S”]J(wi$ g F[ hocolim L”‘(X), S”]J(oi$, 
w -GF 
it suffices to show that the following two J(oi)-spectra: 
hocolim L”‘(X), 
-GE+ 
EJ(UJi)+ A Xt(oi) A C(COi)e 
are J(w&stably homotopy equivalent. Since 
hocolim L”‘(X) 2 
O,(K) 
( hocolim (K/H + )t(wi)) A EJ(oi) + A X t(w) A I 
O,(K) 
and EJ(wi) is J(oi)-free, we only need to verify that the following two J(oi)-spaces are 
non-equivariantly stable homotopy equivalent: 
SO. hocolim, (K/H + )t(oi), 
(J,(K) 
Since t(wi) is a finite p-group, this holds true by [S, Prop. 1.11. 
The second stable homotopy equivalence is a consequence of the following stable 
homotopy equivalence of spectra whenever 2 is a J(oi)-free spectrum [lo, II, Thm. 4.53: 
F[Z/J(Ui), So] g F[Z, S”]J(wi). 0 
4. APPLICATION TO THE DUAL SPECTRUM OF BK + 
Recall that Segal’s conjecture for compact Lie group K [7, 91 asks to what extent the 
map 
induced from the natural projection EK, + So, is a stable homotopy equivalence. Since 
(S”)K g F[S’, S”]x can be given an explicit description as a wedge sum of appropriate 
Thorn spectra [6], one would like to have a description for F[EK+, S”lK s 
F [BK + , So] = DBK, , the dual spectrum of BK + , as well. 
In this section, we will apply our Main Theorem to analyze DBK+i 
Consider the cofiber sequence: 
EK,-+S’&K. 
Applying F [ - , EK + I”,^ to the cofiber sequence yields a fibration sequence: 
F[S’, EK+lK; + F[EK+, EK+lK;A F[Z-‘EK., EK+lK;. 
Since EK + is K-free, the natural projection EK + + So induces a stable homotopy equiva- 
lence: 
F[EK+, EK+lK;L F[EK+, So]“; 
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because EK + is non-equivariantly homotopy equivalent o So. By Adams’ isomorphism, we 
have 
FIS”, EK,]‘; z BKAdK;. 
Since & is a K-C W complex which is non-equivariantly contractible, applying the Main 
Theorem to EK gives 
THEOREM 4.1. Let K be a compact Lie group. Then there exists ajnite tower ofjibrations 
of spectra: 
where M denotes the maximal rank of elementary abelian p-subgroups in K. The jiber of 
DBK.; + X%5_ ,(J??K) is BKAdK,^ and the jiber of 6, is 
V X-“DBJ(wi)+i 
@iI 1 
where {[co,]} is a set of representatives of all equivalence classes in o,,,(K). 
Proof: Since I?KH = So if H is a non-trivial subgroup of K, the Main Theorem gives the 
desired result. 0 
Remark. In (Lee [9] Thm. 1.1 ), we proved the natural map 
F[S’, EK+]$ + F[EK+, EK,]; 
stably splits BKAdK,^r FIS”, EK +I”,^ as a summand of F[EK+, EK+lKp^ z DBK+,^. 
As a corollary, we recover the following result of Miller and Wilkerson. 
THEOREM 4.2 (Miller and Wilkerson [16]). 
DBSU(2)+; r BSU(2)AdSU(2); v DBSO(3)+;. 
Proof. There is only one conjugacy class of elementary abelian 2-group in SU(2), 
namely { + I}. Since SU(2)/{ f Z} E SO(3), Theorem 4.1 combined with the remark above 
proves the result. 0 
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